2017 EATONS HILL STATE SCHOOL GIRLS UNIFORM

Striped Polo  Formal Dress  Skort  Formal Shirt (Optional)  Knit Shorts (optional)

2017 EATONS HILL STATE SCHOOL UNIFORM CHOICES FOR BOYS

Striped Polo  Formal Shirt  Ruggers Shorts  Knit Shorts

SHOES – ALL BLACK
UNACCEPTABLE FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

**Eatons Hill State School Uniform**

Every student enrolled at Eatons Hill State School is expected to wear the school formal uniform every Monday and on other special days as designated. The formal uniform consists of –

- for girls a Formal Dress (or optional Formal Shirt and Skort or Knit Shorts – strictly NO netball skirts)
- for boys a Formal Shirt and Ruggers Shorts.
- your child can wear the formal uniform on other days of the week.

For all other days of the week:

- girls can wear a Stripe Polo and a Skort or Knit Shorts – strictly NO netball skirts
- boys can wear a Stripe Polo and Ruggers Shorts or Knit Shorts

A Sports House T-shirt will be required on designated sports days such as cross country and athletics carnivals. This shirt is only to be worn on those days.

School Bucket Hats which have the sports house colour on the inside (Phoenix, Draco, Leo, Pegasus) are available as are school legionnaire hats and school slouch hat.

All students are expected to wear **black shoes** every day with plain white socks or school socks. **No variation to the colour of shoes is allowed** (for example black Nike’s with a white tick, or coloured laces).

All uniforms can be purchased from the P&C Uniform Shop which is conveniently located in the old Gathering Area - towards the centre of the school. The shop is also well-stocked with second hand items from shorts and shirts to jumpers.

**Our P&C Uniform Shop operating times during the school term are:**

- Tuesday & Thursday 8.30am to 10.00am
What shoes CAN be worn at Eatons Hill State School?